
imPERFECT CITY: A Utopian Process 
 
Title of proposed project: UTOPIA ABOVE THE LAW 
 
Name of primary facilitator/proposer(s):  
 
41 Utopia [Donald Dunham & Annette Giesecke] 
 
Number of people involved in producing the project, their names & their individual roles: 
 
(2) people, same as facilitators/proposers; roles: a collaborative piece in both conception and execution 
 
Availability of primary facilitator between 2/9/2013 – 6/16/2013:  
 
both available most evenings and weekends 
 
Preferred days/dates/time/duration of proposed project (e.g., Mondays 3-5:00 p.m., April 3- May 6): 
This installation is designed to be in place for the duration of the imPERFECT CITY. 
 
This is an installation in (2) parts. 
 
Description and narrative of proposed project: 
 
This installation is designed at once to expose the inherent contradictions in any utopian endeavor or 
construct and to underline the very real potential of such endeavors—in this case, the imPERFECT CITY 
itself—to positively impact society’s evolution. In particular, this installation engages the concept of the 
boundary, physical and metaphysical alike, in utopian schemes.  
 
Historically, every utopia possesses a physical boundary that separates it from its opposite, the dystopia that 
must exist for utopia to be envisioned. Thus Thomas More’s 1516 utopia is an island, and those utopias that 
are specifically envisioned as cities, like Campanella’s City of the Sun, are walled to separate them from the 
“not-utopia” that lies beyond. “Utopia,” Thomas More’s play on words which combines both Greek “eu” 
(good) and “ou” (not) with the word for “place” (topos) is inherently an impossible construct: a good place 
that does not exist or cannot be reached. Its boundaries cannot actually be penetrated. But utopia is not 
therefore a vain construct, without any practical application, for envisioning an ideal society is humanity’s 
only path to improvement. In the case of the imPERFECT CITY, utopia’s boundaries consist of the walls of 
the museum itself. Dystopia is what lies outside, and the utopian construct is inside. “UTOPIA ABOVE THE 
LAW” appropriates a museum wall and reveals it as the utopian space’s boundary. 
 
Another contradiction inherent in the idea of utopia and the boundaries that must define it is the fact that 
every utopian endeavor is to some degree nostalgic, attempting to recapture an idealized Golden Age 
condition in which people lived in perfect harmony and without “want.” In the first century BCE the Roman 
philosopher-poet Lucretius described the history of civilization as a de-evolution, and, importantly, he was 
not the first to do so. It was believed that the need to draw up laws, and to construct cities and their walls, 
was the mark of humanity’s fall from an ideal state in which no laws or boundaries were necessary. Thus 
utopia is necessarily bounded, but it strives for an unbounded, an-archic condition where there is no need 
for laws and no need for those to enforce them. 
 
“UTOPIA ABOVE THE LAW” is a (58’ long x14’ high) sign and boundary signifier to be painted directly on 
the long wall in the Bieber Ham Gallery [See illustration (A)]. Four feet in front of the wall is a low barrier 
typical of what might be found in a museum context. The wall itself bears both the sign “UTOPIA ABOVE 
THE LAW” and, to a much smaller scale, the text “Do Not Touch or Write On Wall.” Ideally, residents 
of/visitors to imPERFECT CITY will challenge the boundary represented by the barrier and also the 
boundary represented by the prohibitive text…and they will do so in direct response to the primary signifier’s 
content. By breaching the barrier, the residents/visitors acknowledge that they in a utopian space, and in this 
space—within utopia’s boundaries—there are no laws or barriers. The installation is interactive, evoking 
intellectual and physical engagement to the extent of engaging in a dialogue with the wall, the utopia’s 
exterior boundary: it is hoped that residents/visitors will feel empowered to write on the wall and express 
their thoughts on what constitutes an ideal city or respond to the utopian paradox [See illustration (B)]. This 
piece is evocative of the work of Barbara Kruger and Jenny Holzer, which is characterized by the 



typographic communication of words and ideas in public spaces. The piece also looks to Chris Burden’s 
1986 site-specific installation “Exposing the Foundation of the Museum” at The Museum of Contemporary 
Art, Los Angeles. In place of exposing the museum’s foundation, we are revealing the museum’s, and the 
imPERFECT CITY’s, boundary wall. 
 
“UTOPIA ABOVE THE LAW” is complemented by a second, smaller piece entitled “WELCOME TO 
DYSTOPIA.” This piece, bearing the text “Welcome to Dystopia—Suggested Entrance Donation $5.00” 
takes the form of a typical cultural-institution contribution box placed at the DCCA’s exit. The intention of the 
piece is to underline the fact that the imPERFECT CITY residing in the museum’s interior is a bounded 
utopian space and that passage to the exterior “is” a passage from utopia to dystopia, the world beyond [see 
illustration (C)]. In terms of precedent, this piece alludes to another work by Chris Burden, “Samson” (1985), 
a sculptural installation that demarcated the boundary between museum and non-museum space, 
challenging the former’s accepted sanctity. We are turning Burden’s piece “on its head” by re-asserting the 
museum’s inherent sanctity as a utopian space. 
 
We believe that these pieces are relatively simple to achieve and at low cost, requiring only paint and 
rudimentary exhibition furnishings (barricade and donation box). 
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